MAC Group and Nanlite Introduce the Nanlite
LitoLite 5C RGBWW Mini LED Panel
An amazingly bright, pocket-sized, goanywhere LED
WHITE PLAINS, NY, US, October 13,
2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Nanlite
introduces the LitoLite 5C RGBWW Mini
LED Panel, an amazingly bright, pocketsized lighting fixture featuring an
internal Li-Ion battery with USB-C
Charging, adjustable color temperature
from 7500K-2700K with green to
magenta shift, 360° of hue control
from 0-100% adjustment of color
saturation, as well as 17 preprogrammed adjustable special
lighting effects.
Studio Quality Lighting in Your Pocket
With a CCT mode enabling adjustable
color temperature from 7500K-2700K
with green to magenta shift, an HSI
Mode with 360° of hue control from 0100% adjustment of color saturation, a
CRI of 98, and a TLCI of 95, the LitoLite
5C packs studio-quality lighting into a
durable, travel-friendly package.
No Cords Needed
Powered by an internal Li-ion battery,
the LitoLite 5C can run for 1.5 hours at
full brightness with any USB-C source
as a charging option, including power
banks for added run time.

Nanlite LitoLite 5C

Goes Anywhere
Small enough to fit in any gear bag, the LitoLite 5C features a 1/4"-20 male thread that is
compatible with various stands accessories as well as powerful built-in magnets for mounting
nearly anywhere.
Practical Effects
With seventeen pre-programmed but adjustable special effects in a simple-to-master menu
system, the LitoLite 5C makes it easy to imitate lighting scenarios that can otherwise be tricky to
recreate. At the touch of a button, you can simulate an emergency services vehicle (cop car),
flame (candlelight), lightning storm, an SOS signal, an explosion, welding, camera flashes, and
more.
The Nanlite LitoLite 5C RGBWW Mini LED Panel is available now for $74.99
Contact
For more information, contact Nanlite Brand Manager Jeff Lazell:
jeffl@macgroupus.com
About Nanlite
NanLite produces an extensive range of continuous (LED) lights with state-of-the-art
technologies, the highest level of quality control and a fanatical obsession to details for
demanding creators in the photo, video, content creation and beauty spaces.
About MAC Group
33 years ago, MAC Group started as a boutique marketing, sales and distribution group focusing
on professional photographers. As the industry has evolved, so has MAC Group with their
expansion into filmmaking, video, mobile, content creation and audio. Today, MAC Group is one
of the leading companies of their kind with world-renowned brands offering products and
education that enhances the lives of passionate content creators at every experience level. For
more information, visit macgroupus.com
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